Product guide
G248, G268 Changing table

IMPORTANT

Save these instructions for reference

Recommended use

Operation

The Community Playthings Changing table is suitable for
changing the nappies of children up to 4 years of age or
15 kg. The Changing table conforms to EN12221.

Steps (optional):
To lower the steps push the thumb latch up and pull out and down
on the handle.

WARNING
c  This product is intended for use by children of immature judgment, therefore supervision is required at all times.
c  Keep at least one hand on child at all times during changing to
prevent accidental falls. The safety of the child is the responsibility of the care-giver.
c  Be aware of the risk of open fires and other sources of strong
heat, such as electric bar fires, gas fires, etc. in the near vicinity
of the changing unit.

Assembly
Your Changing table comes assembled. The adjustable shelf or
shelves are packaged separately in the main carton. The contoured
pan is packed in a separate carton.
G268
Changing table with steps and 1 adjustable shelf includes:
G260 Cabinet with steps
G246 Contoured pan
G248
Changing table with storage and 2 adjustable shelves includes:
G240 Cabinet with storage
G246 Contoured pan

Accessories
The G28 Wall mounted shelf is designed to be used with the
Changing table. It offers shelf space with individual compartments
and can be mounted within easy reach of the changing table.
G245 Two additional removable shelves for the Changing table.
G265 Two additional small shelves for the Changing table with
storage (right hand compartment).
G269 Extra storage for G268 includes
2 Additional Shelves (G245)
8 Deep clear trays
G249 Extra storage for G248 includes
4 Additional shelves (G245 and G265)
12 Deep clear trays

For safety, steps retract and latch automatically. Use the foot
pedal provided to hold steps down as you guide the child up to the
changing surface. When you remove your foot from the pedal, the
steps will retract. When the child is ready to come down, lower the
steps, place your foot on the pedal, and assist the child.

CAUTION
c  Make sure children are standing clear when the steps are being
lowered and raised. A child on the floor could get pinched in the
step mechanism.
c  The wheels on the unit must be disengaged before the steps are
used (see hide-away wheels feature). Using the steps when the
wheels are down could damage the steps.
c  Load on the steps should not exceed 45 kg.

WARNING
c  Children must be assisted up the steps and onto the changing
table.
c  Steps must always retract. In no way should the care-giver cause
the steps to remain down unassisted. If steps do not automatically retract, discontinue use and contact customer service.
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The doors have a child-proof lock to allow for storage of items that
should be inaccessible to children. The lock is operated by turning
the latch 90° to the left. A plastic key is provided for this, although
any key, coin or similar object will work as well.

Maintenance
Periodically inspect for cracks, breaks, loose parts, missing parts,
and/or malfunctions. Remove the product from service if any
condition develops that might make operation unsafe.
Occasionally use a light oil on the moving metal parts of the step
assembly. Do not oil the plastic parts.
Over time the gas spring that lifts the steps may lose pressure. This
could cause failure of the steps to close and latch. If this happens,
call customer service for a replacement.

Cleaning

Hide-away wheels
The hide-away wheels can be engaged and disengaged using the
following procedure:
1. With one person at each end, tip the unit slightly forward or
back. This allows the toe trim to pivot.
2. While one person holds the item in the tipped position, the
other rotates the toe trim by pulling or pushing on one of the
hand-holds at either end of the toe trim to engage or disengage
the wheels.
3. Tip the unit slightly to the other side and repeat the procedure
with the other toe trim.
NOTE: To prevent objects from falling off shelves, tip unit back and
engage the front wheels first. When disengaging wheels, tip unit
forward, and release rear wheels first.

Wipe wood surfaces with a damp cloth and mild detergent. Dry
immediately. Leaving water or cleaning agent on the surface may
damage the finish.
Steps should be wiped periodically to remove dirt or sand which
may prevent the proper functioning of the moving parts.
Contoured pan can be washed with mild detergent and water. For
disinfecting, we recommend hydrogen peroxide disinfectants. Also
acceptable are Oxivir Plus Spray and Milton Antibacterial Surface
Spray.
DO NOT USE alcohol, pine oil, or iodine-based products.
DO NOT USE abrasive cleaning pads.
These may discolour the pan and weaken the surface.

Construction
The wooden components are manufactured from solid birch and
birch plywood protected with a child-safe finish.
The metal treads are finished with anti-slip paint.

User modifications
We cannot be responsible for modifications made by customers
to our products in the field without our supervision, testing, or
evaluation.

Ordering parts
To order replacement parts, contact customer service with a
description of the part(s) needed and the ID code from the product.
Use only replacement parts supplied by
Community Playthings.
All of the packaging from this product is recyclable
(cardboard and LDPE). Please recycle in accordance with
local guidelines.

CAUTION
c  Always engage or disengage wheels with two people. Failure to
do this could cause back strain or pinching of your hands.
c  Always use the hand-holds provided at each end of the toe trim.

WARNING
c  When moving the Changing table, always push from an end.
c  Never move with children nearby.
c  Always disengage wheels after moving.
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